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Raul Moreno, Jerez La Pretension Blanco (2021)
Producer Raul Moreno
Distributor Zev Rovine Selections
Supplier/Importer Selections de la Viña
Category Wine - Still - White
Grape variety Jerez
Region Andalucía, Spain
Vintage 2021
Alcohol by volume 12.0%

Sizes

750 mL × 12 — SDLV22-0079-21

Distributor's notes
100% Moscatel from "El Puerto de Santa María" made as an orange wine with short maceration.

Manual harvest in several passes, fermentation with skins and 20% of stems. Gentle extraction, two 'pigeage' a day
for fifteen minutes each and by hand. Press extraction of 60%. Maturation in 350 litres Cognac barrels with all its
lees. There are two 400L barrels, in one there is biological aging with flor and in the other reductive aging where the
barrel is filled religiously once a week. ‘Bâtonage' is not applied and a reductive aging of the lees is sought. The wine
is only racked once, just before bottling. Seeking therefore to keep the carbon dioxide in solution and not add sulphur
during aging. No corrections and no filtering.

Personal note:
"Mineral driven Moscatel with citrus fruit where I aim to enhance the fleshiness of peach and apricot fruit tones. It
displays a marked tension between acidity and a grainy phenolic character. The perception is kinda ‘Salinity with
Steroids.' It is a terroir driven wine where the speed is set by the soil and Moscatel is merely a transmitting vehicle
that delivers us structure. The wine sets the palate in several passes until a saturation of sapidity is reached, forcing
constant salivation and inviting us to continue drinking. It is an old Moscatel vineyard with Albariza soils. Moscatel is
usually grown in sand soils which delivers a more aromatic wine but also more sticky and flabby." - RM.

Front Label Painting represents "La Tapa" salt farms, in Puerto de Santa María.

Browse our full portfolio at sevenfifty.com/zevrovineselections


